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Handling SEC
Enforcement Matters

the approximate equivalent of prosecutors. The staff
investigates and, where the staff members believe
appropriate, recommends to the Commission that a case
be brought. To obtain authority to bring a case, the staff
must get the vote of at least three commissioners.3 After
the commissioners vote in favor of a case, Enforcement
files it and brings it to trial or works out a resolution, just
as a prosecutor does in a criminal case.

epresenting clients in investigations conducted by
and cases brought by U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission’s (SEC) Division of Enforcement
requires strong advocacy skills. Criminal defense practitioners are well suited to SEC work, because strong advocacy is what criminal defense practitioners are called upon
every day to provide. It is important, though, to know how
the landscape at the SEC differs from criminal defense
forums. This article makes the comparisons, points out
the contrasts, and for the benefit of criminal defense practitioners who have not yet had the opportunity to deal
with SEC Enforcement, demystifies the process.
Created during the New Deal to protect the investing
public, the Commission has five members, each of whom
is appointed to a five-year term by the president of the
United States with the advice and consent of the Senate.
Only three commissioners can be from the same political
party.1 In practice, this almost always means that three of
the five belong to the same political party as the sitting
president. As of this writing, two Republicans, two
Democrats, and one independent serve as commissioners.2
Operating from SEC headquarters in Washington,
D.C., and from 11 regional offices, the attorneys of the
Division of Enforcement, sometimes called “the staff,” are

I. How an Investigation Begins

R

There are a host of traditional precipitating causes for
SEC investigations. Like a prosecutor in a white collar
case, the SEC may react to information published in newspaper articles, referrals made by other agencies or self-regulatory organizations,4 data derived from market surveillance activities,5 or complaints received from the public.
A. Whistleblower Tips
One source of information that has gained particular prominence in recent years is the whistleblower tip.
After it became public that the staff of the Boston Office
of the SEC had failed to follow through on a tip about
Bernie Madoff well before his scheme unraveled,6 the
SEC’s weaknesses in leveraging tips became a subject of
public disgust.7 In response, via the Dodd-Frank Act of
2010, Congress reformed the SEC’s approach to information received from the public. As part of those
reforms, the SEC was for the first time authorized to
share the proceeds of enforcement actions with tipsters.
The SEC has established an Office of the
Whistleblower (OWB), designed to centralize and standardize the SEC’s handling of tips. Individuals submit
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B. Inspections and Exams
Another source of information that
can spark investigations is the Office of
Compliance Inspections and Examinations
(OCIE). OCIE is not part of the Division of
Enforcement. OCIE operates the SEC’s
separate National Exam Program and, as
part of that program, conducts on-site
inspections and exams of regulated entities,
including broker-dealers and asset managers.16 OCIE inspections and exams often
go on for weeks or even months. OCIE
obtains and reviews documents without
subpoena and witnesses are interviewed
without a stenographer and, frequently,
without the presence of counsel.
A benign outcome from the point of
view of a regulated entity is a deficiency
letter in which OCIE identifies various
NACDL.ORG

areas for improvement. In recent years,
between 72 percent and 80 percent of
inspections resulted in the identification
of deficiencies.17 But OCIE’s inspections
and exams can result not only in deficiency letters, but also in referrals to the
Division of Enforcement.18 From 2013
through 2017, between 7 percent and 13
percent resulted in such referrals.19
Today, OCIE is more active than
ever: in the 2017 fiscal year, OCIE conducted 2,870 examinations, an increase
of 18 percent from the 2016 fiscal year.20
SEC Chairman Jay Clayton has placed a
particular focus on adviser oversight;
OCIE examined 15 percent of investment adviser firms in fiscal year 2017.21
C. MUI Versus
Formal Investigation
Enforcement lawyers can open a
tentative inquiry known as “matters
under inquiry” or a “MUI” (pronounced
“MOO-ee”). When looking into a MUI,
the staff typically sends letters requesting information to those they are considering investigating further. (The staff
cannot send subpoenas at this stage
because it is not yet vested with authority to do so.) Letter recipients typically
respond because a strong response can
head off the opening of what the SEC
calls a “formal investigation.”
The Commission has delegated to
supervisory attorneys within the Division
of Enforcement the power to issue a “formal order of investigation.”22 After a formal
order is in place, Division of Enforcement
is empowered to issue subpoenas.23
The threshold for opening a formal
investigation is significantly higher than
for opening a MUI.24 A subpoena is a sure
sign that there has already been a supervisory-level determination that the investigation is worth pursuing beyond just an
initial look. Moreover, the investigation is
being tracked via the SEC’s bureaucratic
processes, consistent with the expectation
that the staff will produce results within a
reasonable timeframe.25

II. Parallel Criminal
Investigations
One of the most challenging aspects
of SEC practice is trying to figure out
whether or not a prosecutor might
emerge in the future. The Enforcement
staff can make referrals to federal prosecutors or, occasionally, to local district
attorney’s offices. Particularly in New
York, but also across the country, there
are close and ongoing collaborative
arrangements between local U.S.
Attorney’s Offices and the SEC.

For a brief period, at least in the Ninth
Circuit, the staff was required, if asked, to
reveal whether or not a prosecutor was
lurking beneath the surface.26 It is now
clear, however, that the staff is under no
such obligation.27 If asked the question, the
staff is permitted simply to decline to say.
In any event, things can change. This can
make the question of whether to have a
client assert a Fifth Amendment privilege
against self-incrimination an especially
difficult one. If a person under SEC investigation takes the Fifth, the evidentiary
consequences are just the opposite of those
in a criminal investigation. That is, the ultimate finder of fact in an SEC civil lawsuit
or administrative proceeding may draw an
adverse inference from the fact that a
defendant asserts the privilege and,
depending on the circumstances, may even
draw an inference from the fact that the
defendant has done so in the past. The
assertion of a Fifth Amendment privilege
can, if corroborated by other evidence,
itself be of probative value.28
But the usual countervailing considerations in favor of asserting the privilege
continue to apply when there is a realistic
prospect of a parallel criminal investigation. Sometimes, it is obvious that there
is or will be a prosecutor involved. That
tends to clarify the thinking. Obviously, if
there is a real criminal investigation, then
considerations concerning the SEC
investigation will become less important
to the overall strategy.
Ultimately, if the Department of
Justice proceeds, the SEC will bring its
case the same day that the indictment is
unsealed. Then, the DOJ will seek a stay
of the SEC case to try to prevent civil
discovery from proceeding, an application
on which the SEC will studiously abstain
from taking a position. Usually, the court
will grant the stay application,29 although
there are cases that go both ways on the
issue.30 From the defense point of view,
there are pros and cons to having
discovery go forward in an SEC case while
a criminal case is pending, but in the right
matter, getting depositions of cooperating
and other witnesses could be beneficial to
the defense, and appropriate.
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confidential tips via an online portal, or
by mailing or faxing a “TCR Form.” Any
tip regarding a potential securities law
violation goes into the Tips, Complaints,
and Referrals Intake and Resolution
System, or the “TCR System,” for review
by the SEC’s Office of Market
Intelligence.8 Tips requiring further
investigation or analysis are identified
and sent to the appropriate office.
Per Dodd-Frank’s anti-retaliation
provision, employers are prohibited
from retaliating against employeewhistleblowers.9 The SEC has very broadly
construed what actions are considered to be
retaliatory, arguably making it virtually
impossible to fire whistleblowers.10
In 2012, its first full year of collecting
data, the OWB received 3,001 tips. By 2017,
the number had increased by nearly 50 percent, to 4,484 tips.11 Sorting through those
tips has proved to be a formidable task.
And since no one at the SEC wants to miss
the next Madoff, many more tips than in
the past are followed up with investigation.
As of its 2017 update, OWB was actively
tracking more than 700 open matters that
originated from whistleblower tips.12
If a tip leads to an enforcement action
with over $1 million in monetary sanctions,
whistleblowers are eligible for awards
ranging from 10 percent to 30 percent of
the sanctions — the larger the sanction, the
larger the award.13 The OWB provides an
annual report to Congress chronicling its
progress in handing out bounties to those
whom the SEC has deemed whistleblowers.
And its progress has been significant: by the
end of fiscal year 2017, the SEC
had awarded approximately $160 million
to 46 whistleblowers.14 In March 2018, the
SEC announced the largest whistleblower
award to date: two whistleblowers shared
nearly $50 million and a third received
more than $33 million.15

III. Pre-Charge Advocacy
A. White Papers and
Other Presentations
In contrast to the DOJ, at the SEC
there is no concept of subject, witness or
target and, if asked, Enforcement
lawyers will almost invariably be quite
tight-lipped about their thinking. That
having been said, it is usually quite easy
to figure out where they are headed,
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based on the scope of their subpoenas
and the tenor of their questioning.
The staff is fairly open to receiving
presentations, either in person or in writing, during the course of an investigation.
That is a favorable aspect of SEC practice.
Perhaps because the SEC resolves many of
its matters via settlement, the staff likes to

disputes is downplayed, and the argument is often that, even assuming that the
facts are more or less as the staff says, no
genuine triable issue of fact exists. And,
like successful presentations to prosecutors, the winning Wells submission hammers home the central message that, if a
case were brought, it would be a loser for
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The strategy is a bit different when
appearing before the SEC rather than
a criminal forum, but much will be
familiar to criminal defense lawyers.
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get a dialogue going early on. Indeed, the
SEC recently updated its Enforcement
Manual, available online, to allow for the
submission of white papers and “other
materials,” including PowerPoint decks,
legal memoranda, and letter briefs.31
There are always strategic considerations as to when and in what manner it is
wise to submit white papers and other presentations. But in the right circumstances,
they can be very effective.
B. Wells Submissions
When the staff has neared the end of
an investigation and has determined that it
intends to seek authority from the
Commission to bring a case, the staff
almost always calls the attorneys for the
individual potentially facing charges to let
them know (a “Wells call”). The staff then
follows up with a confirming letter (a
“Wells Notice”).32 At a minimum, a Wells
Notice states what the proposed charges
are and offers the opportunity to make a
submission to the Commission as to why
charges ought not to be brought.
Almost invariably, the staff initially
says that the Wells submission is due in
two weeks, irrespective of how long the
matter has been under investigation, how
voluminous the record is, or how complex the issues are. The deadline can usually be negotiated, even when the staff
expresses initial reluctance. While the
Commission usually does not vote down
a proposed case after Enforcement has
recommended it be brought,33 senior
staff within Enforcement are loath to
make the recommendation without first
considering a Wells submission and
expect the line staff to allow defense
counsel a reasonable time to prepare one.
Wells submissions are a bit civil practice and a bit criminal practice in feel. A
successful Wells submission can be
likened to a successful motion for summary judgment. The number of factual
NACDL.ORG

the government. The conventional wisdom has it that a Wells submission built
on factual disputes has a low likelihood of
success, whereas a Wells submission that
makes substantial legal or policy arguments will tend to fare much better.
Making a Wells submission is far
from a sure thing. Approximately 80
percent of Wells Notice recipients eventually find themselves charged.34 That
there are 20 percent who can prevent
the case from being brought, though,
shows the appropriate attention
accorded to good Wells submissions.

IV. Cooperation
by Individuals
Cooperation by individuals is not
remotely as big of a factor in SEC cases
as it is in criminal cases.
In a criminal investigation, of course,
no adverse inference is permitted to be
drawn from a person’s silence. The Fifth
Amendment therefore gives individuals a
bargaining chip. In exchange for immunity or leniency, individuals can provide
information that they otherwise could
withhold without consequence. The government needs information, and the individual needs immunity or leniency. This
can be a simple recipe for cooperation.
Not so before the SEC.35 A person
who hopes for a good outcome with the
SEC has to speak eventually or else risk
an adverse inference by the staff, the
Commission, and ultimately the finder
of fact. Such a person cannot rely on the
Constitution to withhold information
indefinitely and thus has little to no
leverage. As a result, “cooperation” most
often takes the form of simply testifying
as required in response to subpoena.
The SEC’s formal Enforcement
Cooperation Program, announced in 2010,
has done little to nothing to change this
dynamic. In a statement introducing it, the

Chief of Enforcement laid out whom the
SEC had in mind as a cooperator:
The reality is that when you
engage in misconduct, you now
have to think even harder about
the possibility of others coming
forward to report to the SEC your
secret conversations, your hushed
plans, your schemes and deceptions. And for those thinking
about cooperating, you should
seriously consider contacting the
SEC quickly, because the benefits
of cooperation are reserved for
those whose assistance is both
timely and necessary.36
The worried person described in
this statement is far more likely to be
worried about personal liberty than
about a potential civil enforcement
action by the SEC. As a result, that person is likely to be focused on trying to
work things out with prosecutors rather
than on cooperating with the SEC.
On the other hand, a person who is
not worried about prosecution is likely
an individual who is not interested in a
formal cooperation agreement with the
SEC, especially one that requires acceding to charges. Such a person will simply
testify with no understandings, and
thereby lay out a position as to why no
charges would be warranted.
Defense counsel can use cooperation
as a tool, though, on behalf of the client
who does not fear criminal prosecution
but is nonetheless looking to settle SEC
charges. It is far from a sure thing, but
cooperation can at times drive a favorable
resolution in the pre-charge context.

V. The Forum for Trial
A disturbing aspect of SEC practice is that the SEC is allowed to
choose whether to pursue its cases in
federal court or in the SEC’s own
administrative forum.
In the administrative forum, there is
no jury. Instead, an administrative law
judge (ALJ) employed by the SEC finds
the facts and rules on the law in what is
called an “initial decision.” The ALJ’s initial decision is reviewable “de novo” by
the Commission, the very body that
authorized bringing the charges in the
first place. Only after the Commission
issues an opinion endorsing its own
ALJ’s initial decision endorsing the
Commission’s own case does a respondent receive independent review by a
federal court of appeals. By then, the
findings of fact and even conclusions of
THE CHAMPION
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law can be almost impossible to disturb.
The remedies that the SEC can
seek to have imposed as a result of proceedings in the two different forums
are virtually indistinguishable, and
there is no rule governing which cases
may be brought where.37 In response to
criticism, including criticism that the
SEC was shunting its most questionable, weakest cases to its own forum,
the SEC promulgated a list of factors
that it says it considers in deciding on
the forum. Those factors are so obviously malleable, though, as to underscore the SEC’s absolute discretion.38
It should not be so surprising that the
SEC’s forum is just that — the SEC’s.
Indeed, the Wall Street Journal has
exposed how infrequently the SEC loses
before ALJs as compared to before juries
and federal judges.39 A 2015 study concluded that the SEC won around 90 percent of its in-house cases over a nearly
five-year period, as compared to 69 percent in federal court over the same period.
Though the SEC has at times touted
its own forum as specialized or expert,40
the reality is that ALJs are not necessarily
even previously trained in securities law.
Applicants seeking to become ALJs need
only apply to the government’s Office of
Personnel Management. The process
requires would-be jurists to take a test
through which they apply for a position
as an ALJ working for any agency with
need, and the examination, therefore,
does
not
test
agency-specific
knowledge.41 Where there is a vacancy,
the sitting Chief SEC ALJ chooses from
the top three candidates identified by the
Office of Personnel Management.42
In an effort to extricate themselves
from the administrative forum,
respondents in cases brought there
have challenged this selection method
on Separation of Powers grounds. The
challenges hinged on the Constitution’s
Appointments Clause, which requires
that “inferior officers” be appointed by
the Commission (as opposed to being
hired by the OPM system, which is
appropriate — and constitutional —
only for “employees”).
Brune Law P.C., together with
another firm, pursued the very first such
challenge on behalf of client Lynn
Tilton.43 Her challenge was rebuffed at
the district court and circuit court levels
as premature.44 She eventually prevailed
at trial before an ALJ, and thus had no
need to continue to press the issue. But
investment advisor Raymond J. Lucia
lost before an ALJ and thereafter his
challenge made its way to the Supreme
Court, which held in June 2018 that
NACDL.ORG

ALJ’s are in fact “Officers of the United
States” who must be appointed in accordance with the Appointments Clause.45
The Supreme Court’s decision may
prove to be an important administrative
law precedent, but it is unlikely to have
much effect on future cases, given that
the Commission has since changed its
ALJ selection practices.46 But the decision potentially has helped Lucia, who
has gotten a do over before a different
ALJ,47 as well as some 50 other respondents with cases pending before ALJs.48
Appointments Clause concepts
aside, though, it is obviously unfair to be
required to go to trial without a jury and
before a judge selected by the prosecution. Unfortunately, it has been well settled that administrative proceedings can
comport with due process.49 That having
been said, the Lucia case could signal the
Supreme Court’s willingness to revisit
established processes at the SEC, and
could signal a beginning of a judicial
reassessment. After all, when Ms. Tilton’s
and Mr. Lucia’s challenges were brought,
they too seemed to be long shots.
The SEC has, as a matter of discretion,
recently reduced its use of the administrative forum. But, inevitably, as long as the
SEC has the power to use this forum, it will.

VI. Discovery
A. Brady and
Impeachment Material
In 2016, the SEC amended its Rules
of Practice, the procedural rules that govern administrative trials.50 Some of the
amendments are around the edges; others, such as the right to take depositions,
are positive improvements. Still, the
administrative forum is obviously far
worse for the defense than federal court.
One of the few benefits to litigating
against the SEC in an administrative
proceeding rather than in federal court,
though, is the right to Brady material.
Under the Rules of Practice, the SEC
must provide defendants with “documents obtained by the Division prior to
the institution of proceedings, in connection with the investigation leading to
the Division’s recommendation to institute proceedings.”51 While the Rules list
exceptions to this requirement, they also
specify that “[n]othing … authorizes
the Division of Enforcement in connection with an enforcement or disciplinary proceeding to withhold, contrary
to the doctrine of Brady v. Maryland, …
documents that contain material exculpatory evidence.”52 As a practical matter,
then, that means that respondents in
administrative cases routinely get Brady

and impeachment material, including
prior witness statements.
In federal court, though, the SEC’s
position is that it does not have to provide
Brady material because the Supreme
Court’s holding in Brady is limited to
defendants in criminal proceedings and
the Rules of Practice do not apply to federal court cases. That means that what one
would hope would not happen frequently
does: government lawyers hide the ball.
But SEC defendants in federal court
should not despair entirely. Savvy defense
counsel can find other ways to access the
necessary information. Rule 30(b)(6) of
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
states: “In its notice or subpoena, a party
may name as the deponent a … governmental agency … and must describe with
reasonable particularity the matters for
examination.” In a 2012 Southern District
of Florida case, SEC v. Merkin, Magistrate
Judge Jonathan Goodman ruled that the
SEC was not exempt from complying
with Rule 30(b)(6) and that, in that case,
the defendant had the right to take the
Commission’s deposition, demanding the
equivalent of Brady material.53 In ruling
for the defendant, the magistrate judge
held that “[a]lthough the government
sometimes enjoys privileges not available
to private parties, these unique privileges
do not usually generate an automatic,
across-the-board
immunity
from
30(b)(6) depositions.”54
Seeking to depose the SEC will always
be an uphill battle; the Commission has
fought vigorously to avoid being deposed
in the past and will almost certainly continue to do so. But Merkin opens the door
to taking the SEC’s deposition and thereby
provides defendants with leverage to
obtaining the Brady material that they
need. Other civil discovery devices,
including interrogatories and requests for
admission, may likewise help to pry loose
needed information.
B. Making Corporate
Cooperation Work
for Everyone
Corporations routinely cooperate
with the SEC, just as they do with prosecutors. Per the SEC’s Enforcement Manual,
full cooperation requires disclosure of all
relevant facts within the cooperator’s
knowledge.55 At the same time, the Manual
discourages the SEC from requiring a privilege waiver: “[t]he staff should not ask a
party to waive the attorney-client privilege
or work product protection without prior
approval of the Director or Deputy
Director.”56 Thus, the SEC’s official conclusion is ambiguous: “the SEC does not view
a party’s waiver of privilege as an end in
THE CHAMPION

VII. Settlement
Versus Trial
Settling, like pleading guilty, is
sometimes the best thing for a client to
do, given the few, bad choices presented by the circumstances.
The SEC’s burden of proof is only by a
preponderance of the evidence. (As a matter of fairness, it really should at least be by
clear and convincing evidence, given the
reputational effects of an adverse verdict.)
Moreover, though the SEC always trumpets Fraud (with the metaphorical capital
“F”) in its press releases when it brings the
charges, Enforcement lawyers sometimes
retreat to what they call “non-scienter
fraud” when they are called upon to prove
those same charges. To criminal practitioners, non-scienter fraud seems like an
impossibility, but there is much case law
supporting that the SEC need prove only
negligence or recklessness to prevail.59
In SEC practice, it is usually possible
for the client to settle on a neither-admitnor-deny basis, which eliminates potential
res judicata effects of the settlement. This
can matter when there is a potential for
NACDL.ORG

follow-on civil liability in private suits.
Like the initiation of a case, settlements need to be approved by a vote of the
Commission and are publicized on the
SEC’s website.60 That means as a practical
matter that when the Commission believes
that broader issues are at stake, favorable
settlements can be hard to achieve.
Going to trial can be the right call.
In federal court, Enforcement’s win-loss
record is lower by far than that of federal
prosecutors.61 Even in the administrative
forum, the defense has from time to time
been able to prevail of late.62
As in criminal practice, charges
that were easy to lodge can turn out to
be hard to prove.

VIII. Remedies
In any case, the SEC seeks potential
“remedies.” These remedies include
fines, disgorgement of “ill-gotten gains,”
and industry bars and suspensions.63
Depending on whether the case is in federal court or the administrative forum,
the SEC also seeks and routinely obtains
injunctions forbidding future violations
of the securities laws or orders to cease
and to desist from the same.
That the SEC may obtain fines is
well established.64 The fines that the SEC
is authorized to seek are set out by
statute65 as adjusted for inflation.66 There
are three “tiers” for each violation,
depending on the seriousness of the
conduct. Since fines can be stacked when
there are multiple violations proved and
since almost every SEC complaint pleads
multiple violations based on the same
conduct, the tier system is not a very
strong predictor of what the fines will
turn out to be. The SEC publishes and
updates annually a list of all the monetary penalties that it administers, ranging from the low thousands to many
millions, for securities law violations.67
As for the other remedies, all of which
can be said to sound in equity, the SEC
may not be on such a firm footing. In July
2017, the Supreme Court ruled in Kokesh
v. SEC that disgorgements qualify as
“penalties” and are therefore subject to a
five-year statute of limitations.68 That
result, while clearly correct, is not exactly a
game changer. A footnote in the decision
signals, however, that bigger changes may
be on the way. As the Court stated,
“[n]othing in this opinion should be interpreted as an opinion on whether courts
possess authority to order disgorgement in
SEC enforcement proceedings or on
whether courts have properly applied disgorgement principles in this context.”69
The SEC is authorized to seek “equi-

table relief ” that is “for the benefit of
investors.”70 But if disgorgement of illgotten gains is not equitable at all and
instead is a penalty, then the SEC may
not be authorized to seek it. Similar
arguments could be made to assail the
basis for other remedies as well.
As for injunctions and cease and desist
orders, litigants have argued with limited
success that they are unjustified unless the
SEC has truly established that there is a
realistic prospect of future violations.71

IX. Conclusion
The SEC is a creature of administrative law. The “administrative state”
is unpopular with those who would
like to shrink government. The SEC is
unpopular with those who, as a matter
of political leaning, would like to get
government “off business’s back.” As a
result, SEC practitioners must keep in
mind that even law that seems wellsettled against the defense can turn out
to be unstable in ways that can prove
helpful to the defense.
Lucia and Kokesh, discussed above,
were about procedure and penalties,
respectively. But substance can be
mutable as well.
In 2011, in Janus Capital Group, Inc.
v. First Derivative Traders,72 the Supreme
Court held that only the “maker” of a
fraudulent statement can be held liable
for fraud under the main fraud statute
upon which the SEC relies. The decision
was obviously quite adverse to the SEC’s
broad notions of who should be held
liable. Since then, though, most courts
have allowed the SEC to plead around
Janus with an alternate fraud theory: socalled scheme liability.
In Lorenzo v. SEC,73 the D.C. Circuit
affirmed the Commission’s affirmance of
an ALJ’s initial decision that a broker had
committed fraud. The vote at the D.C.
Circuit, though, was two to one, with
Judge Brett Michael Kavanaugh the dissenter. Judge Kavanaugh, referring to
some of the administrative procedures
that brought about the Commission decision, remarked, “The bad news is that the
majority opinion — invoking a standard
of deference that, as applied here, seems
akin to a standard of ‘hold your nose to
avoid the stink’ — upholds much of the
SEC’s decision on liability.”74 Per Judge
Kavanaugh, the scheme liability theory
upon which the SEC’s case primarily rested was just another of “the SEC’s
attempts to unilaterally rewrite the law.”75
In June of this year, a little over a week
before Justice Kennedy announced that he
would be retiring, the Supreme Court
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itself, but only as a means (where necessary) to provide relevant and sometimes
critical information to the staff.”57
The result of all of this double talk
is that companies often convey privileged information without formally
waiving the privilege. To accomplish
this, a common practice is for counsel
for companies to provide to the SEC
what have come to be known as “oral
downloads.” Company counsel read to
the staff its memos or compendiums of
its memos of interviews of relevant witnesses, “downloading” privileged and
work-product materials in the process.
In a recent case, SEC v. Herrera,
Brune Law P.C. sought via a motion to
compel for a corporation to provide interview notes and memoranda that it had
generated during an internal investigation
and orally downloaded to the SEC. The
presiding magistrate, the same Magistrate
Judge Goodman who had previously
ruled on 30(b)(6) depositions as discussed above, concluded that the corporation had waived work product protection
because “there is little or no substantive
distinction for waiver purposes between
the actual physical delivery of the work
product notes and memoranda and reading or orally summarizing the same written material’s meaningful substance to
one’s legal adversary.”58 As a result, Brune
Law was able to get access to the same
material that the SEC had received as a
result of the corporation’s cooperation.
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granted certiorari, almost certainly meaning that at least four and potentially five of
the sitting justices agreed with Judge
Kavanaugh that the SEC was trying to circumvent Janus. How Lorenzo will unfold
remains to be seen, given that if Judge
Kavanaugh is confirmed as a justice, he
will almost surely recuse himself. But the
bigger point stands: there is an emerging
judicial appetite for reining in the SEC.
The levers and therefore the strategy
are a bit different at the SEC than in the
criminal forum. But there is much that is
familiar to the criminal defense practitioner. As in any criminal defense matter,
strong advocacy can make a real difference
for clients dealing with SEC Enforcement.
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